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Down a pair
Eastern may be without cocaptains Andre Raymond and
Fred Miller due to injuries that
occurred last week.
Page 12

SPORTS

Volleyball
team helps
fight cancer
By Brian 0'-lley
STUDENT GOVERNMENT REPORTER
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In honor of Breast Cancer Awareness month,
members of Eastern's volleyball team have raised
money to provide women in East-Central Illinois
with · free mammograms using a Mobile
Mammography Unit.
About 13 percent of women in Illinois sttffer
from breast cancer and the average in East-Central
Illinois exceeds that amount, said Brenda Winkeler,
Eastern volleyball coach.
Winkeler started a program called Points for
Prevention ·three years ago. The program raises
money to allow the unit, provided by Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health System in Mattoon, to give free
mammograms to women in Coles County, as well as
several neighboring counties.
••1 think it's a very important cause," Winkeler
said.
The unit provides a service hard to come by in a
small town, and is free to those who can't afford it,
Winkeler said. This year, Winkeler has planned
more events than in past years and has gotten more
people involved.
"This year we're doing more than we've ever
done before,'' Winkeler said. "It's really a growing
project."

Shama Ruxer, junior marketing major, and Erica Gerth, junior health studies major, outside of the Mobile Mammography Unit of
Sarah Bush Uncoln Health System Tuesday afternoon. The two are working with the volleyball team and Points For Prevention program to help raise funds for breast cancer research and prevention.
·

SEE VO LLEYBAL L +
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Twista tickets selling early
By Dan Valenziano
ICTIVITIES EDITOR

Students will have a chance to buy tickets early for the third major fall concert
of the year.
University B0ard Concerts Coordinator
Joe Atamian said the date of ticket sales to
students for the Twista concert has been
i'escbeduled for Wednesday. Tickets were
1rigina.lly set to go on sale Monday, however ticket printing problems held up the
process.
"The problem was actually not having
the physical tickets to sell," Atamian said.
'We had to wait a couple of days for them
to ship."
The sale date was pushed back to
Thursday; however, Atamian said, the
tickets arrived earlier than expected so
the sale date was set for Wednesday.
Atamian said the sale date to the public
remains set for Monday, Oct. 27.
About 1,500 tickets are available for the

show.
Twista, a Chicago based rap artist with
a lightning-fast lyrical style who has collaborated with such artists as P. Diddy,
Jay-Z, Busta Rhymes, Usher and others,
will perform Nov. 15 in McAfee
Gymnasium.
Atamian isn't worried about fewer tickets being sold because of the delay.
"I think the people who wanted to go are
still going to get tickets anyway,'' Atamian
said. "It's just two days." ·
Tickets are available for students at 10
a.m. Wednesday at the Ticket Office located in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The ticket cost for students is $5 and $10 for the public. There is
a ticket purchase limit of six per person.
Atamian said tickets for floor and balcony seating will be sold on a first-come
first-served basis.
SEE TWI STA +Page 9
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dministration, faculty
both receive pay raises Officials, city struggle
Voters fill out their ballots ear1ier this year in the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union.
Student voting numbers have been dropping for years.

a,nm Martin
MI NISTRATION EDITOR

In a fiscal year when many faculty
received no raise, members of the Faculty
Senate discovered Tuesday that total
Mministrator salary increases surged
past the $200,000 mark.
But the numbei;s are underscored by
job promotions, market adjustments and
state grant money. Additionally, almost 10
~rcent of faculty received significant
illarY increases during Fiscal Year 2003.
A freedom of information request filed
Aug. 12 by the American Federation of
State, County, and Municipal Employees
revealed $227,975 had been awarded in
ldministrative salary increases.
"It's hard for me to make concessions
when I see no sacrifice here," English professor John Allison said at the senate
meeting.

But according to the IBHE numbers
Eastern administrative positions wer
downsized by 20.8 percent last year. Non
of the 435 faculty were laid off for FY 0
and the university plans to hire 30 addi
tional tenure-track, or those faculty wh
are not part time or annually contracted
faculty members.
According to numbers supplied b
William Weber, acting associate vice pres
ident for academic affairs, 41 tenure
track faculty received salary increases o
$365 a month in FY 03 because of promo
tion or a professional advancemen
increase.
"Some faculty will see some administra
tors got a raise," interim President Lo
Hencken said. "And I can I justify thos
raiM'.s? I certainly think I can."
SEE RAI SES +
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to·get student votes

By Nell Pitstick

cation, the environment, government spend-

STA FF WRI TE R

ing on infrastructure are a "long term investment" that will affect them in the future.
Colleges are providing more sources of

For the last two decades poll turnout
among college students has been declining.
"Unless you talk about the 1960's, college
students have always had low voting numbers," said Senator Dale Righter, "Even
more so in the last twenty years."
Colleges are taking a larger role in helping
students get registered.
''We take registration to the dorms, and it
is available at many places on campus as
well," said Coles County Clerk Betty Coffrin.
"It seems that these methods do get some
students registered at their school."
Righter said younger vote rs need to
understand how much voting power they can
have as a group and also how issues like edu-

information and events on issues. In addition, candidates and campus groups associated with particular political parties are
springing up around most colleges.
"Many colleges have these groups associated with parties to give information on their
political issues,", said Steve Brown, press
secretary for Mike Madigan, speaker of the
house in Illinois and Democratic party chairman. "Also, schools are beginning to hold
more voter registration and other voting
drives, especially during election years."
SEE VOTE
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Anthropologist digs up
experience in the field
By Jessica Youngs

"Marlboro's got nothing on
this guy."

STAFF WRITER
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DANIEL WILLIAMS

CORRECTIONS
Tuesday's edition of-the The Daily Eastern News' police blotter
incorrectly stated Larry M. Childs, Jr. was arrested for disturbing the
peace. Childs was ticketed, but not arrested.
Monday's edition of The News stated the Five Mile House scheduled
an open house this Saturday. No open house is planned.
The News regrets the errors.
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Tuesday evening
in Booth Library.

--scott Bjelland

Leakey) set out to prove Darwin's Origin rl
Species theory right," Bjelland said.
After decades of "fruitless" searching,
19S9, Louis Leakey's wife, Mary
found -OHS, the earliest humanoid re~
said Bjelland.
"Although OHS wasn't a direct ancesta11
only an offshoot, it opened a watershed to the
Leakeys," Bjelland said.
After OHS, they excavated a plethora ot
stone tools dating from 1.S to 2 million years
ago.
Richard Leakey and his wife Meavt
Leakey took over after Louis Leakey and
Mary Leakey.
They excavated the Omo River Valley in
South Ethiopia, where they represenrt
Kenya in an international expedition.
Bjelland said Richard Leakey feh as
though he was ''nothing more than an errand
boy."
His time came, however, when he disC0\'11
ered an area much richer with fossils than
Olduvai.
It was here that the Leakeys found the
"most spectacular humanoid find," Bjellan4
said.
"They found the Nariokotome or 'Thr.kanf
Boy,' who was almost a complet~ skeleton," he
said.
Bjelland said he had the opportunity to visit
this area, Koobi Fora, several times.
"It was 150 degrees everyday, but it was
beautiful," he said. ''My words and pictlJrel
just can't do Koobi Fora justice."
Bjelland took the approximately 60 peopJ4
in attendance on a virtual tour of the K~
Fora base camp.
After Richard Leakey's death, his daughtefl
Louise Leakey joined Meave Leakey in cootinuing the Leakey Foundation's research.
In 2001, they found a new genus and
species dating 2 to 2.S million years ago
Bjelland.
''The human family tree is a lot bushier
than we thought," he said.
Bjelland has worked with the Leakey family creating virtual humanoid reconstructiool'
he said. "I use 3-D software using skeletal and
bone data to produce a 3-D wire reconst:ruot
tion.
''From there, I use an artistic license to add
skin, fur and color to the creations."
Bjelland ended his presentation with a
challenge to remember the past so it
shape the future.

Come home or play off campus
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Scott Bjelland discusses anthropological issues
about the Leakey
famly and their
findings in Africa

Booth Library's speaker series continued
Tuesday with a speech titled, ''Past, present,
and possibility."
Scott Bjelland discussed his experiences in
paleoanthropology and work with the Leakey
Research Foundation as its public education
coordinator.
Bjelland, a friend of the Leakey family; said
he has been interested in history from his
early adventures with toy dinosaurs.
He first learned about the Leakey family
after reading Richard. E. Leakey's major
book, "The Malting of Mankind."
The book attempted to popularize the concept of human origin, which had previously
been mostly "academic" said Bjelland.
"I thought that (Leakey) was a very neat
guy," Bjelland said.
After researching Leakey and his paleoanthropologic work, Bjelland became extremely interested in the man who was constantly
"driving a Land Rover, trekking the desert on
a camel and smoking a pipe."
Bjelland said he remembered thinking,
"Marlboro's got nothing on this guy!"
After reading ''The Malting of Mankind,"
Bjelland joined an expedition for Rutgers
University to Kenya.
While in Kenya, he found himself in a different world excavating fossils, touring sites
and meeting paleoanthropologists.
Bjelland said while he was there, he took
long walks and thought about "our past and
my future."
"It was a life changing experience," he said.
Because the theory of human origin was
not widely. ~fepte~. pr..lJIUle1,1!tood, upon his
return, Bjelland decided to devote his life to
educating people on what was an "academic,
dry and hard to understand topic."
Bjelland founded an educational group
called Anthropus, with the purpose to inform
people about the origins of man.
"Anthropus was founded by like-minded
people with the same goal," he said of the
group he founded.
Bjelland discussed the significance of
using the Greek letter Alpha as Anthropus'
logo.
"First, Alpha stands for Anthropus, but it
also stands for the beginning as in 'first
human','' he said.
Bjelland went on to discuss the Leakey
family and their research.
The original Leakey paleoanthropologist,
Louis Leakey, started research in the 1930s in
the Olduvai Gorge, in the Serengeti region of
Africa.
"The area was littered with bones of extinct
mammals," Bjelland said.
"Before then, it was largely accepted that
the first humans were from Asia. (Louis

~~~~-r:t)~~

Homecoming Week is in full
swing and there's lots of stuff
going on, so get out there and do
something, unless you're going to
play Tiger Woods 2004, playing
that game supersedes all other
activities.

Activities for Wednesday
+ Lake Land College Arts and
Humanities Series, 11 a.m. in the
Lake Land College theater: Get
your kicks on Route 66. I got my
kicks on Interstate S7 once, but
that's a whole 'nother story.
Moving on, Tum Tuague, author of
"Searching for 66," will speak
about the historic roadway, which
was once the main bloodline from
the Midwest to the western part
of the country. On a serious note,
this should be really interesting.
Tuague has won awards for his
work and is the executive director of the Illinois State Historical
Society. If you've ever read "The
Grapes of Wrath," I'm sure you'll
want to see this.

.+'F.tiri Games; from 3 to 7 p.m:
#

•

-

•
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WHAT'S
HAPPENIN'

Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

shouldn't miss it. The contest ·
begin Wednesday, but the f"
will be held at 7 p.m. Thursday ill
the Grand Ballroom of the M ·
Luther King Jr. University Uni

.....

in the Library Quad: Registered
Student Organizations, Greek and
community members participating in homecoming activities do
all sorts of crazy games at this
event. Even if you're not taking
part in this event, it's always cool
to watch other people act like
morons. It's funny.. .'cause it's not
you!
+"Who Wants to be a Mascot?"
S p.m. in the Library Quad: This is
another event where you get to
see people act like morons, but
this time, they're morons with
school spirit. I went to this last
year and it was pretty crazy. It's
kind of hit or miss with the contestants Usually the ones who do
all sorts of gymnastical feats get
the most applause. Is gymnastical
even a word? It doesn't matter,
what
.matter .is
.that
.
. does
........•.•
, ••.
-• . this.
• • . •is• •a '

+ Informational Meeting
College of Education, 6 p.m. ·
room 081 of the Southe
Building of Lake Land Colle
This is a meeting about Easte
College of Education, but i
being held at Lake Land. I kn
this seems weird, so allow f
some time to let this sink in. o
this meeting is for students
both schools interested in the p
gram. Apparently, students r
ing to get their teacher's ce ·
cation are required to attend
teacher education meeting. T
meeting fulfills that requirem
Hey now, calm down and kee~ ·
to a dull roar people. For mo
info, call Cindy Campbell at 2
S2Sl.

Activities
. . . .editor Dan
. ' Valenziano
' :ed ..
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Students will now tap into Academic Affairs for award money
At meeting, FaeuUy Senme
also fills empty seat,
di.seusses productivity
., John Hohenadel
Al)lllNISTRATION REPORTER

Students will now receive- their
and award money
:from Academic Affairs instead of
Student Affairs.
A motion transferring the
responsibility to distribute student
lcholarship and awards from
ltudent Affairs to Academic
Affairs passed by a 12-1 vote
'l\lesday. The motion was proposed
nearly a month ago, but was
amended before it was passed.
Psychology professor Steve
Scher was the only senate member
to vote no, but he explained he did
so because of a lack of information
Cll the topic.
Scher and at least four other senate members said they were confused when Director of Health
Services Lynette Drake and
Director of Financial Aid Jone
Zieren made a presentati9n to
them four weeks ago.
At the Sept. 30 Faculty Senate
meeting, Zieren said the financial
lki office, which is classified in
academic affairs, serves as a
clearing house for any scholarship or grant a student receives.
~olarship

Allison said because Academic
Affairs handles enrollment management, it should also handle
student scholarships and awards.
Allison remained confident and
said there are ways this can be
worked out.
"I don't see what is so complex,'' he said.

Empty seat filled
The senate filled one of its
vacant seats Tuesday.
Ann Brownson, reference
librarian at Booth Library, will
assume the late Dr. Luis ClayMendez's seat. The opening for
technology professor Mori Tuosi
remains unfilled.
The senate also discussed the
summer bulletin and voted unanimously to suggest it remain in
print format. Blair Lord, provost
and vice president for academic
affairs, had suggested the bulletin be published online.

Vote of confidence
The senate was supposed to
talk about the possibility of a vote
of confidence against the Board
of 'Ihlstees, but it was ruled to
postpone this discussion because
it was untimely.
The senate has expressed discontent about the lack of shared

governance, or equal representation in the university's decisions,
in the presidential search
process.

Faculty productivity
The executive committee met
with interim President Lou
Hencken and Provost Blair Lord
last Thursday to talk about the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education. The word productivity opened up discussion similar
to last week's meeting.
At last week's meeting, the senate got heated about the Illinois
Board of Higher Education's
thoughts that state university
instructors needed to be more
productive. Many senators
believe the Illinois Board of
Higher Education's definition of
productivity is time spent in the
classroom.
Biology professor Bud Fischer
took the time Tuesday to reiterate
his outrage.
"Nowhere on the list are we
pro-active,'' he said. "We didn't
make a case for ourselves. I don't
need a lawyer or a businessman
telling me what productivity is on
a college campus. It's frustrating."
Fischer said the senate should
have told the Illinois Board of

Higher Education how much time
and effort instructors put in outside of the classroom.
However, psychology professor Steve Scher said he thought
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education left the door open for
the senate to illustrate what productivity means to Eastern.
"We don't know about other
universities, but we know we're
incredibly productive,'' Scher
said. "We should focus on our situation"
Eastern has very high retention and graduation rates and this
needs to be brought to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education's
attention, Fischer said.
Assistant political science professor David Carwell said the
senate can tell the Illinois Board
of Higher Education anything
they want, but they want to see
more hours spent in the classroom.
'"lb not recognize that and to be
able to think we're going to make
them see it our way is ridiculous,'' Carwell said.

Soliciting funds
John Henry Pommier, associate recreation administration
professor, gave the senate an
update on the status of Telefund
Activities. Pommier explained, a

firm named Ruffalo Cody has
been hired to solicit funds from
Eastern alumni by way of telephone.
However when the firm does
not profit, Eastern doesn't make
money.
"The firm called our alumni
and pocketed the money,"
Pommier said.
Ruffalo Cody is an outside
source seeking funds from
Eastern alumni. The results have
not been up to par, Pommier said.
Ruffalo Cody does employ
Eastern students to solicit funds,
professor
Reed
Sociology
Benedict said. However, Ruffalo
Cody does not exclusively
employ Eastern students.
Associate chemistry professor
Barbara Lawrence asked if the
students identify themselves
when they call prospective
donors.
"The only time I agree to
donate to the caller is if the student that calls me is from the college I went to," Lawrence said.
Pommier agreed and said he
thought it would be a good idea to
localize and personalize who calls
who. Jill Nilsen, vice president
for external relations, and Steve
Rich, director of alumni services,
will be invited to the senate meeting next week to discuss this
issue in more detail.

Bringing a more youthful attitude to Faculty Senate
ByTim Martin
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

The newest Faculty Senate
member surrounds herself daily
with many of your childhood
friends.
She hangs with Curious George,
checks in with Dr. Seuss and plays
with Clifford the Big Red Dog.
Ann Brownson loves her job.
An
education
librarian,
Brownson works in the Ballenger
Teachers' Center of Booth
Library, which is the room where
ltuffed animals sit on the bookshelves and a Blue's Clues poster
bangs on the wall.
Brownson, who is also the
adviser for the Sigma Kappa
,t0rority, was unanimously inducted into the senate Tuesday.
But like many faculty, the
aspect she likes most about her
job is the interaction with co1r0rkers and students.
"'Hmm, Artemus Fowl? I
Jlllven't read Artemus Fowl,"
lh'ownson said to a student as she
acanned the Eoin Colfer book for
rental.

"I'm almost done with the first
one," the student said. ''They're
really good."
"They're good? I'll have to read
those," Brownson asks as the student nods her head.
"It's like Harry Potter," replies
the student.
"Yeah, I thought it was," said
Brownson as she handed back the
book. "There's a new series called
the 'Spider Whip Chronicles,'"
they are a little bit of a younger
group ... but I got two of them and
they were gone."
Brownson will complete the
term vacated by the late Dr. Luis
·clay-Mendez's, which ends spring
2004. Eligible candidates were
selected by looking at candidates
from previous years who did not
win.
the
Booth
"Traditionally
Library faculty are very much
involved in faculty issues,"
Senate Chair David Carpenter
said.
Brownson is also a member of
the University Judicial Board.
She ran for the senate in spring
2002, and was the highest non-

elected vote getter.
Brownson has worked at
Eastern for six years. Previously,
she worked in student affairs at
two colleges, but Brownson wanted to experience the academic
side of dealing with students. She
earned a library degree at the
University of Iowa, then took a
job at the Rock Island Public
Library.
"My job is never boring, I
always have something new,''
Brownson said. "I work with students. I work with faculty. I get to
buy kid's books."
One co-worker said Brownson
is outgoing, but has the personality to blend with the senate.
"She relates well to children,
adolescents, all the way up to the
parents," said Lois Dickenson, the
government information specialist for Booth.
Yes, Brownson has read all the
Harry Potter books, and youth literature and children's books dominate her night stand, -but she
wants to make one thing clear.
"Librarians don't spend all
their time reading, OK?" she said.
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Ann Brownson, the assistant professor In Booth Library and a member of
Faculty Senate, works at her computer station Tuesday evening in the
Ballenger section of the library.
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Parking problems need solution

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
Edllorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor

Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor

Alyson Schroder
Guest columnist
for The Daily
EastemNews

JfNStemnewsOhotmall.com

Schroder also is

freshman

EDITORIAL

Textbook
packaging
too costly
Recently Student Government has brought up
the idea that textbooks should be pre-packaged
for students when they pick up textbook rental
each semester.
While, in theory, that might sound like a good
idea, some additional thinking might prove otherwise. As it stands, textbook rental has operated
in the red for years now, which means its budget
barely covers its spending, as director Dan
Klingenberg has repeatedly pointed out to the
Apportionment Board
during budget presentaTextbook rental
tions.
switctilng to a
The extra hours gensystam by wh1eh
erated by the amount of books 111a packaged
time and staff needed to for s'ludool.s
undertake such a proj011r stwice
Alth®g a noble
ect as book packaging
id~1extboo
would be enormous.
packagl119 COil d
Student Government
fl!OVB costly and
failed to take into
I·
1!!111
account where that
extra money would come from to pay the additional staff that would organize pre-packaged
textbooks. With the costs of textbooks on the
rise, Eastern can barely afford to order new
ones.
Klingenberg has even admitted in past statements to the Daily Eastern News that professors
have been discouraged from ordering new textbooks because of the costs.
Also at issue is the space factor. A similar system at Illinois State University forced out an
entire section of a bookstore to make way for a
pre-packaging section. As Klingenberg told the
DEN, it just wouldn't be feasible to apply a similar system at Eastern right now.
'We barely have the space to operate where we
are," said Klingenberg, adding that students
changing their schedules would cause additional
problems for Textbook Rental Service.
As Klingenberg points out, not only is cost an
issue, but what would happen in the case of an
add or drop by a student? This is a fatal blow to
the proposal because adds and drops are a common thing among Eastern students.
Ideas like these fail when they are brought up
with little research or concern abour what the
consequences would be. Eastern is fortunate
enough to have textbook rental while not many
schools do. Instead of griping over what we
don't have, we should be thankful of what we do
have.
A few extra minutes spent in line while a
worker at textbook rental goes to find all your
books won't kill anyone; especially if a change
means greater costs and space constraints.

elementary
education a
major
can be reached at
amscnroeder@eiu.edu

She

Have you had trouble finding a
parking spot or received a ticket
on campus? well, I have and it's
only the first half of the semester!
It turns out my ticket was dismissed because I am a freshman
and a new rule implemented oµ
campus dismisses freshmen and
transfer students. This rule, however, doesn't alleviate the parking
·
problems at Eastern.
After this fiasco, I started doing
some research and asking students what they think about
Eastern's parking problems.
According to a number of articles
published in The Daily Eastern
News, Eastern's enrollment is
approximately 12,000 students
while there are roughly 6,000
parking spots on campus. Of those
approximately 6,000 spaces, 1,500
are designated exclusively for
staff.
In the first four weeks of
school, 2,700 parking tickets have
been issued. Of those, 804 were
dismissed because of the freshman/transfer student rule while
1,127 have been paid and 769
remain outstanding, unpaid, tickets. That's a whopping $21,570 in
unpaid tickets.
Last year, Eastern made
$434,686 in revenue from fines
and permits according to the
University Police Department.
The money is used to pay officers'
salaries, to repair the parking lots
and to buy new lights to ensure
safety.
But why is this money used to
pay officers' salaries? The money
we pay in parking fines should be

"I krww this issue
doesn't affect those
without cars, but for
those who do commute
or have a car to drive
home, parking is a
problem."
used to alleviate the parking prob,lems we have on campus.
The campus police department
says the reason for the increase in
parking is an increase in the number of freshmen with cars on campus. It appears the police department does not keep track of the
number of parking permits they
provide and this could be part of
the reason for parking problems
on campus.
I conducted an informal survey
of the girls in my hall and of the
134 girls surveyed, 8.3 of them
have parking permits while 51 of
them do not. Of those surveyed, 45
said they have received parking
tickets.
I thought of a few solutions that
could alleviate the parking problems on campus. First, someone
seeds to accurately keep track of
how many parking passes are
issued and how many spaces are
available on campus. A parking
committee already exists, but I'm
sure most concerned students
may be unaware any such organi:zation exists.
·

The university could also create
additional parking lots in any of
the campus' empty fields. The
additional lots could create more
spaces and more permits. I realire
Eastern has a limited amount of
space and buying more land would
be expensive but the money could
be raised through parking fines
paid by students.
I would also like to do away
with underclassmen parking lots.
If upperclassmen can park in our
lots, why can't we park in theirs?
Many upperclassmen park in
underclassmen lots because they
can't find other spaces. By eliminating underclassmen !ots, parking passes would only be issued to
upperclassmen and there would
be sufficient parking.
College is expensive already.
Why should students have to
worry about paying parking tickets as well as normal costs?
I know this issue doesn't affect
those without cars, but for those
who do commute or have a car to
drive home, parking is a problem.
I know some universities also simply don't let freshmen and sophomores have cars on campus. I
think if a university is going to
allow underclassmen to have cars,
they should be aware of the parking spaces available
·· ,
The parking system at Eastern
definitely needs to change~ not
only for students but also for,staff
and visitors. Not all of these
improvements need to happen all
at once either. Doing a little at a
time will get the job done efficiently.
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Editorial inaccurate, uneducated
....

This letter is in response to
the Oct. 20 editorial "Regulate
drinkers, not kegs."
Inaccuracy once again
abounds in the Daily Eastern
News.
Th start off, the Student

Senate does not regulate tailgating. They do not make the
rules; they do not make ~
ple leave 15 minutes before
game time; they do not haul
people away if they break the
rules; they did not take pony
kegs away.
The Vice President for
Student Affairs is the monitor
for the Internal Governing
Policy that governs tailgating
activities. The use of pony
kegs was recently taken out
by that office for various rea~~·

§0~.li{epf~ expressed
- '' t

Ir

-

their concerns with the
change in the policy, and
members of the Student
Senate reacted in the form of
a resolution to the Vice
President for Student Affairs
recommending pony kegs be
reinstated and that a section
prohibiting the use of other
"large containers designed to
hold multiple individual servings of alcohol" be removed
from the policy.
The resolution failed by the
Student Senate for various
reasons, but another one
addressing the same problem
will almost certainly be on
the table for the next meetirig.
The tone of the previously
mentioned editorial suggests
Student Sen~~e actually has.
regulatory control over tail-
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gating.
That just isn't true. A senate resolution is a recommendation - what is being
requested through the recommendation will not necessarily happen. It is up to
whomever the recommendation is made to.
Shared governance gives
us the forum in which to
voice student concerns, but
ultimately, final decisionmaking authority mostly
rests with the administrators
of our university.
The DEN needs to do more

research into the governing
policies and procedures that
make our university fun ·
before spouting off unedu
ed opinions.
Malting incorrect assertions in a public forum not
only hurts the credibility of
the DEN, but also those
whom you needlessly criticize based on information
that is just wrong.
Caleb Judy
Student Body President
senior, English major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less thlll
words and include the authors' name, telephone nu!Tlber and address. Students
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, adminlatratlon and staff should ind·
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified wilt not
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep. It
Lett8!3,Cjln be sent to The ·~y E11stern New~ ~{-i~1 ' ·.~? Hfll~· . •. • •
, '6182<Y,.laxed ID 231-581,2923; .or a-mailed to. jfea:!llWDnewsCti'oimail
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Street resurfacing bid approved by City Council
Br c.ty Mullady
CITY EDITOR

Members of the Charleston City
Council say Eastern hasn't held up
its end of the bargain in agreements
about Homecoming parade security.

Council member wrelei Sims
voiced discontent about the
1
Apportionment Board's disapproval ·
ii parade escort team T-shirts.
"Myself and members of council
were amazed and even upset that
people are not going to be able to
point out the volunteers," Sims said.
Sophomore political science
major Kyle Donash, student senate
external relations chair and city
council liaison, said the shirts have
been ordered with money from
other resources.
Council member Larry Rennels
.W work promised as part of the
Homecoming Committee's parade
initiative presented two weeks ago
i,, yet to be done.
"The Homecoming parade is
coming up Saturday, two weeks ago
we saw a presentation of a number
of things put together to alleviate
problems of the past,,. Rennels said

DAILY EASHR"N NEWS PHOTO BY
STEPHEN HAAS

City cOOnal member Lany Remels
asks questions about homecoming
parade security measures during
the Charteston City Council meeting Tuesday evening in City Hall.

Among those possible resolutions
were newspaper advertisements
and brochures establishing parade
rules and the punishments for
breaking those rules, neither of
which have been completed.
Annual street resurfacing will
continue next year on new sections
of the city.

Third Street between Lincoln and
Polk Avenues, Fox Crest Drive
north of Polk Avenue, Stratford
Drive west of Fox Crest, Sherwood
Drive north of Stratford and
Phillips Place west of Rennels
Drive are all to be resurfaced next
year.
The council awarded NE-CO
asphalt company the bid. NE-CO
was the only bidder and the
$85,958.50 fees will be covered
with Motor Fuel Tux fund money.
Public Works Director Dean
Barber said that while multiple
bidders apply for larger road projects, competition for the annual
resurfacing is rare.
"On the asphalt resurfacing bid,
no one else really turns one in."
The council approved two agenda items held for public inspection
sibce the Oct. 7 meeting.
A committee of Mayor Dan
Cougill, community development
director Jeff Finley, city attorney
Brian Bower and two experienced
financial commercial bankers will
be established to meet state
requirements for involvement
with the Revolving Loan Fund
Recapture Strategy.

The fund is used to promote
local business development,
Cougill said. Growing businesses
approach the city. The city then
applies for a state loan, loans the
money out to the business and collects with a low interest rate. The
money collected then goes into the
city's revolving loan fund for
future use.
A lease agreement with the East
Central Illinois Antique Tractor
Club was finalized. The club will
exchange one-third of harvest
profits for land near the waste
water treatment plant.
The crops will then be harvested
using the antique equipment during the club's July 16-18 event.
"It keeps getting bigger and
bigger and better," Council member John Winnett said.
The farm club will also be
receiving $1,SOO in tourism funds
following council's approval. An
expenditure of $6,SOO overall was
approved, with $3,000 going to the
Charleston Visitor's Guide and
$2,000
dedicated
to the
"Christmas in the Heart of
Charleston" annual event. The
council also approved street clo-

sure for the Christmas event
scheduled for noon to 9 p.m. Dec.
6.
Cougill said Eighth Street
between Jackson and Madison
Avenues, Monroe Avenue between
Sixth and Ninth Streets, Sixth
Street between Monroe and
Jackson, Jackson between Sixth
and Seventh and Seventh from
Jackson to Monroe will all be
closed for the event.
The street closures will be "the
same as in the past" to accommodate the parade setup and carriage rides, Cougill said. The
council approved an easement
agreement for private traffic
across the city-owned Bicycle and
Recreation Trail with Compass
West, Inc. ·
The easement will be moved
190 feet west of its current location to ease travel to 45 acres of
land where up to five home structures can be developed. Compass,
Inc. agreed to pay $350 for signs
to be posted on the trail, warning
of possible traffic at the roadway.
City editor Carty MuHady can be
reached at Loisl.ayne83@aol.com.

Student Senate not finished tackling tailgating issue
Br Kevin Sampler

'large receptacles designed to hold
multiple individual servings'
means,'' Walsh said, referring to
the
university's
Internal
Governing Policy.
If the resolutions are passed by
Student Senate, they will be sent to
Stewart's office, Walsh said.
Student Senate will also vote on a
resolution suggesting a committee
of students, administrators, faculty
and staff be involved in the search
for a new director of Minority
Affairs, after director Ms.
Johnetta Jones died Oct. 11.
The resolution, authored by senate secretary Jeff Collier, will rec-

STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

'l'he Student Senate will debate
Wednesday two resolutions on
alcohol allowed during tailgating,
after a resolution to change the
campus policy failed last week.
Student Senate Speaker Mike
Walsh said one of the resolutions
will clear up confusion on alcohol
regulations during tailgating, while
the ether will ask Shirley Stewart,
interim vice president for student
affairs, to repeal the ban of ''pony
kegs" during tailgating.
"We want clarification on what

ommend Blair wrd, provost and
vice president of Academic
Affairs, use a search committee
that would have input in filling the
position.
''The search committee should
have a diversity of ideas from all
walks of life from this campus,"
Collier said.
''The important thing is that we
get student input. The Minority
Affairs Office has played a critical
role in developing a diverse community on campus,'' Collier said.
'l\vo bylaw changes are on the
agenda for Wednesday, as well as
three senate bills and three addi-
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tional resolutions.
One bylaw change, if passed, will
require the number of on-and-off.
campus senate members that
serve on the senate Housing
COmmittee be equal, Walsh said.
Currently there are two on-aunpus
and one off-aunpus senate members, Walsh said.
The second bylaw change would
require groups applying seeking
Recogrili.ed Student Organization
status send a representative to
explain the purpose of the group at
Student Senate meetings.
Senate bills establishing a voter
registration committee, approval

of $228 for a Spoken Word event
and the allocation of $500 to purchase ''Legislative View Books" for
the Student Action Team are also
on the agenda, Walsh said.
The Student Senate will also discuss a resolution recommending
students take the writing portion of
the ACT when applying to Eastern.
The Student Senate meets at 7
p.m.
Wednesday
in
the
ArcolafTuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Student Government editor Kevin
Sampier can be r88Ched at
k_sampier@hobnail.com
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Strode: Campus construction projects progressing well
By Jennifer Chiariello
CAMPUS EDITOR

Construction on several campus projects is progressing, with
work on the intramural fields
over half complete.
"Intramural fields is 70 percent complete, with electrical
primarily to be completed,"
director of Facilities Planning
and Management Carol Strode
said.
"Tarble Arts is 30 percent complete and is moving along very
well. The masonry and roofing
work is nearing completion," she
said. "Most of the interior wall
framing is complete. Electrical .
and HVAC rough-in work is progressing very well.
"Softball field construction is
90 percent complete and is still
on schedule with completion
expected around the first of
November."
There is still uncertainty to
when the Doudna Fine Arts
Center will receive funds for
D ~ l n HSTE ~ ~ tJ'!> I' DIO El STEPH EN hA,&~
completion.
"The governor released the University architect Rex Hilligoss points out different parts of the interior of the Doudna Firie Arts building during a tour of campus for state politicians on
funds for the project," Strode Sept.16.
said. "However, the project has
"I do not know how long this the network upgrade doesn't
"The current network upgrade wire to CAT 6 wire.
not been released to bid. The will be or will take."
include immediate plans for fur- includes preparing for wireless,
"Wireless is not part of the
governor's office will notify the
Several rooms in the Martin ther wireless connections. The but does not include installing project other than to providei
Capital Development Board of Luther King Jr. University Union Board of Trustees approved the the equipment," Strode said. drop locations for future wire-each project as to when it will be are equipped with wireless first phase last month, costing "The project is to upgrade the less." The next phase of the proj·
released to bid.
Internet, but the first phase of over $400,000.
existing network from type 1 ect will be bid in November.

Workshop will reveal how to put those sleepless nights forever. behind you
By Megan Jurinek
STAFF WRITER

Instructors shouldn't have to
worry about students falling
asleep at the Counseling Center's
next workshop.
The Counseling Center is try·
ing to help students having trouble sleeping with its workshop,
"Getting Good ZZZZ's." The
workshop is scheduled for 7:30
p.m. in the Effingham Room of

the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and is a free
service of the Counseling Center
open to all students.
"The purpose of this workshop
-is to give students the tools they
need to get good sleep," said
Treva Anderson, a counseling
center faculty assistant.
The counselors hosting the
workshop plan to inform students
about factors contributing to
sleep difficulties and to develop

L/11.

v~

strategies for improved sleeping.
Anderson expects anywhere
Anderson will speak about from 20 to 50 people to attend and
sleeping disorders and how to they will be led in a relaxation
assist students on sleeping better. exercise during the lecture.
Anderson will also present
Anderson will also discuss getfacts about insomnia and other ting too much sleep.
sleep disorders and discuss other
"I will talk about how overoptions to deal with these prob- sleeping and naps for long perilems besides medication.
ods of time past mid- afternoon
"This includes sleep hygiene can disrupt your sleep cycle,"
measures, ~gniqv~ strategies, Anderson said. titly~rsomnia
relaxation and other sleep induc- ·(sleeping foo niu'cbjrrear'fy~-~
day can also be one symptom of
ing t~ques."Anderson said.

depression."
Every year the Counseling
Center holds several workshopi'
on different topics such as rel&'.
tionships, healthy eating, stress
and self-esteem. Anderson said
the Counseling Center hasn't
offered a workshop on sleep recent·
ly.
.
The next Lifeskills Workshop,
"How Tu Choose MrJMs. Right," ii
scheduled for Nov. 5, also in the
Union.
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Guster tunes
captivate crowd
By Jamie Fetty
EDITOR IN CHIEF

CHAMPAIGN - A little SWlShine and a lot of thunder
packed Foellinger Auditoriwn at the University of ·
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Monday when Guster performed their eclectic repertoire.
Brian ''Thundergod" Rosenworcel beat the bongos to
the cheery opener ''What You Wish For," a sound as pure
as it is on the ''Lost and Gone Forever" disc. An orange
and red light swelled with the sound, climbing like a
canyon sunrise as hopping fans snapped photos on their
cell phones.
.
"Are you guys excited to be at the rock concert
tonight?" vocalist and guitarist Ryan Miller asked. He
was answered, of course, by a chorus of cheers.
"You can tell we are because I've changed my pants
for the first time in two weeks."
Rosenworcel moved to a regular drum set for the
newer stuff from this year's ''Keep It Thgether." The
frenzy was similar for ''Backyard," a song with all the
banjo-pluckin', harmonica-crooning freeness of a romp
through the sprinkler in your skivvies.
Concertgoers zoomed back in time for "Mona Lisa,"
the reveling clip from "Parachute," their freshman indie
release. Nearly the entire crowd belted out the infectiously relatable chorus: "I used to sit and watch the
pouring rain/I used to wish to be back home again.
Hadn't the strength then/hadn't the chance to reveal, but
it's all/it's all in your head."
The mood slowed down for a while after that as the
band shifted into lower-key, newer material. Things
swung up tempo briefly for "Airport Song," punctuated
by the traditional rain of ping pong balls.
For the encore, Guster fired up ''Demon," it's penetrating guitar riff and relifted the crowd. Tu cap the
evening, Rosenworcel bleated a pubescent-sounding
rendition of "Tutal Eclipse of the Heart."
Kathleen Edw;rrds opened the evening with her own
tunes and covers of Tum Petty and AC/DC. The
Canadian songstress undoubtedly snagged a few new
fans with her voice, at once mournful and serene as a
church bell Though slight of stature, Edwards raised a
racket, bending into her guitar the way some people
rummage under the hood of a car.
The hot, sweaty guitar sex between Edwards and her
bandmates wrought swelling , monster-ballad scale
riffs, a sound nearly as huge and engaging as
Rosenworcel's pounding.
·

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHO TOS BY STEPHEN HAAS

Ryan Miller, left, lead singer of the band Gusler, strums
a few chords during their show in Foellnger
Auditorium at the University of IHinois In Urbana
Monday evening. Kathleen Edwards, above, warms up
the crowd Monday before the Guster show.
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School of Business Recipients of the
2003 Burnham & Nancy Neal
Philanthropy Awards
Outstanding Philanthropists
Dr. and Mrs. Jim and June Giffin

Oct. 21# 22 at
Health Sef:¥1ce

8 o ..m~-4 p,m.
Oct. .23 ot Taylor Hal
t-4p.m.
Oct. 24 ot Lawson HoQ
l~p.m.

Outstanding Foundation
Charles and Mariann Younger Foundation
Outstanding Corporation
Caterpillar, Inc.

•3..00 ALL l!!V!llllllO llilCIW6

~

°"")' •2Jl0 .......................
RUNOOWN (PG-13) Daily 7:00

Outstanding Philanthropic Organization
Beta Gamma Sigma

Distinguished Alumni Awards
Joe Dively
Representative Dale Righter

GOOD BOY (PG) Dally 4 :00, 8 :15 , 8:30
KILL BILL (R) Dally 5 :00, 7 :30, 10:00
RUNAWAY JURY (R) D ally 3 :40, 6 :45, 9 :40
SECONDHAND LIONS (PG} Dally 4 :15, 7 :00,
9 :30
INTOLERABLE CRUELTY(PG13) Dally 5: 15,
7 :45 10:10

School of Business appreciate~ your
service and generosity to Eastern
and the Community

SCHOOL OF ROCK (PG13) Dally 3 :50, 6 :30,
9 :10
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE (R) Daily 5 :30,
8 :00, 10:20
OUT OF TIME (PG13) D ally 4 :45, 7 :15, 9 :50
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED
County ofllce products part-time
delivery help 9-1 or 12-4 for now,
summer, and next year, apply in
person at 406th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Bartender traihees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10123
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED no exp. required, all looks and
ages. Earn $100-$500 per day1888-820-0167 x u171.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/7
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service I inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3451303
..,_ Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
()()

________

CALL NOWll! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our teamlll $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hou's: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal

interview:
345-1303
___
_ _ _ _ _ _00

FOR RENT
Females
200312004
or
2004/2005, furnished, W/D, PD
water & garbage. 10 mo $225, call
Star 348-6590
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/24
Fall '04- 3 Bedroom 2 bath home.
Washer/Dryer, C/A, Great back
porch. $750 month. 345-5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
4 Bedroom, central air, dishwasher, trash included 345- 7244 2
Bedroom duplex, W & D, water.
and trash included. $350 345-

7244
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31
4 Bedroom, 2 full bath house.
Available. Dec, 210/person. Close
to EIU and nightlife. 549-6120
-----~--10/31
Leasing for 2004: 2 bedroom
completely furnished,
newly
remodeled. DSL furnished. NO
pets. 917 4th Street 235-0405 or
317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/21

FOR

RENT

FOR

FOR

RENT

3 Bedroom apartment 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each per
month. 345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1213

FOR RENT FOR 2004. 5/41312
BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EDGAR. 348-5032

Brittany Ridge: 4 bedroom for 4 or
5 people. 2 1/2 bath, dishwasher,
washer/dryer. Great floor plan.
Local,
Responsive landlord.
$210/person 348-8886, leave

--~-----~00
For 2004/2005 Nice 4 and 5 bectoom
houses. Excelent locations, cable
internet hook-t4JS in every bectoom.
W8Ett« and Dyer hookup. 275-300
per person. Cal 345-0652

message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15
Exceptionally economical! 1 bedroom apt. with loft. Furnished for
a single or couple. $375 month.
For one or $430 month for two. 1
block north of O'Brian Fild. For
school year 2004-2005. Call John
345-8350

--------~00

Beautiful two story house furnished for 7-8 girls. Hardwood
floors, furnished including new
leather furniture. 2 1/2 baths, full
basement with washer and dyer,
central air, large yard. For school
year 2004-2005; $285 each. One
block north of O'Brien field. Call
Jan 345-8350
Girls: FURNISHED houses for
2003-2004. 112 block from Rec.
Center. W/D, Central air, 10 mo.
lease. 345-5048

'---------~00
PANTHER PADS has 2,3,4,5,6,8,
and 11 bedroom, unfurnished
houses for rent 2004-2005. 1-2
blocks from campus. CLEAN and
WELL MAINTAINED. No pets, 12
months lease. Call 345-3148 or
check us out at www.pantherpads.com.

~~--~---~00

·usted as top landlord for 2003 in
Eastern News1•1 Bedroom apts.
for August o4-05. PP&W PROPERTIES. 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK, & 1 1/2
BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2 person leases.
Central heat & A/C, laundry facility. Trash service and off street
parking included. Perfect for serious student or couples. 348-8249
~~~~~~--.....--00
2004-2005 1 & 2 Bdrm furnished
apts. Trash & water paid. 10 mo.
lease. No pets. 345-5048.

_________00

2004-2005 2 bdrm furnished
townhouse. Central Air, garbage
disposal, laundry on premise.
1521 1st. 345-5048
~~~~~--~~()()
2004-2005 3 bdrm furnished apt.
Central air, garbage disposal,
laundry on premise. 1521 1st
345-5048

The Dally Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _____________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ Student: o Yes o No

Under classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only): _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad: _ _ Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $'---Payment:
Check No._ _

-

1989 Honda Accord. Sunroof,
AC, 5 Speed. Great Shape.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10123
1994 Mazda Protege, runs well,
good condition, 4 aoor, 5 speed
manual transmission, 148,000
miles, $2400 080. Call Danny
234-2258 or 581-8389
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/24

04-05 fall- 2,3,4 bedroom 2 bath
apts. new, clean, and close to EIU
345-6100.

-~--~--~~oo

Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
~~-~~--~~00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583

JUST NOW AVAILABLE: 2BR
UNF APT WITH STOVE, REFRIG,
MICRO,
CEILING
FAN/AC,
TRASH PD. 1305 18TH STREET.
$395 MO. PH. 348-n46.

-------~~()()

Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04. Parking/trash
incl., laundry on premises, locally
owned, by EIU police. Call 348-

0673 leave a msg.

--------~oo

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Plnetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
----~~~~~()()
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Wrthin walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235 ea.
10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-5048

--------~()()

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004 and
Fall 2003 semesters. Call 346-3583

~-----'-~-~()()

Gir1 wanted to share 2 bdrm apt.
$260/month trash and water
included. 1111 2nd next to the
park. Call 348-5:427

-~------~Oil

AVAILABLE JAN 04. NEW 1 BR
APT-Washer/Dryer, Stove, Refrig,
Microwave, Dishwasher. Trash Pd.
$460 mo. 117
Polk. Ph. 341146. www.charlestonilapts.com

n

w.

~--------()()

Available Summer & Fall 2004.
Extremely nice 2&3 bedrooms,
with one or two baths. Apts. and
homes.Washer & dryer included.
No pets. Close to campus. Littiker
Rental 345-9267
10/24

PERSONALS
There is a flu Glinic at the Health
Service buildng from &m-4pm. Get
)'Ol.I' free flu shot and be healthy!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

Christine- Congats on being runner-up for Homecoming- Queen.
You were so beautiful and we are so
proud. Love )'Ol.I' Sig Kap sisters.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10122

Staph- You looked so beautiful as
a Sig Kap princess! We love you
so much! Good Jobi Love, your
Sig Kap sisters.
-----~---10/22
The majority of EIU students mnk
0,1,2,3 er 4 drinks per week (n=471
representative EIU students).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/24
76% of EIU students have not

performed poorly on tests/proj-

ects due to alcohoVdrugs (n= 471
representative EIU students).

~~-~~---~·10l24

91 % of EIU students have not
damaged property, etc. ·due to
drinking or drugging (n= 471 representative EIU students).
-~-------10/24
92% of EIU students think people
risk harm if they consume alcohol
prior to sexual activity (n= 4 71
representative EIU students).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in a
yearbook of your senior year, and
are not sure how to pick it up, come
to the Student Publications office,
room 1802 Buzzard Hal, and for
only $4 we will mail you a copy in
the Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more information.
00

·-~limtl
Crossword
ACROSS
1Hirohito's
homeland
7Sound of a
lightning bolt
10Come to
naught
14Magnetism
15Patient waiting
17Emergency
suppty
18Fix
191982 movie
starring Al
Pacino as a
playwright
21Dirty
Kick
22"
Olitof You"
251991
Holocaust
film
29Lock

32No longer
done
33Word before
cry or baby
34Propensity
35Walk proudly
36Faction within a faith
3TThe Beach
Boys'
"Barbara

"

38Highlanders
39Life of
401983 cinematic study
of a Scottish
poet
43Exercise
44Boring things
471968 Joanne
Woodward
film directed
by Paul
N"ewman

ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

Dates to run:
Ad to read: ·

------~-------

""'+'~+=1

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 1Ocents per word each consecutive day
lhereafter. 25 cents per word first day for studenlS w~h valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves lhe right to ecit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

PERSONALS
Carole's Plano now acoeplilg new
sludents.
welcome. Beginner
1o advalced levels. Cal 417-8685 fa'
more i lforn l8lia L Carole is also avaJ.
able 1o play fa' flllclions, recitals, pEl'ties aid conlests.

""ages

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ROOMMATES

00

BUCANNAN ST. APTS, 1 Bdrm
now available. FOR SPRING
2004. Call 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 00

SALE

=+o,.....+-1.......,......

AVON: Looking to purchase Mark
or regular products, or sell? Call
Darlene at
345-4523 or
cindytiffany@consolidated.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounts.
lnforamtion/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23

What happens when you mix
ectasy and alcohol? Find this,
and other useful information at
MyStudentBody.com. Type in eiu
as your school code!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/24

Join the Condom Club! Contact the
Health Education Rescuce Center
at 581-n86 for more information.

A "Reality" Spring Break
Only with Sunsplash 1i
Featured in the "The Real
Movie. Lowest Prices, Free
& Parties before Nov. 6th, 2
Trips for Groups. WWW.SU
tours.corn 1-800-426-n10.
Spring Break- sign up
Student Express and get
roundtrip air1ine tickets to over
International destinations-I
ing Aruba, Dominican A
Costa Rica, Caribbean hot
and more. Why go with a
else. Limited offer- call
Commission rep positions
available.
800-787-3
www.studentexpress.com

--------~1

Spring Break 2004. Travel
STS, America's #1 Student 1i
Operator to Jamaica, Can
Acapulco, Bahamas, and
Now hiring campus reps. Call
group
discou
Information/Reservations 1648-4849 or www.ststravel.conf

1211

-W-INTE--R-AN~._D_S_P_R-IN_G_B_R

SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON
NOW! www.sunchase.com
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE ~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

Want a quickly assess your risk
for alcohol dependency? Log on
to www.eiu.edu/-herc/ and check
out the ouUlne ~-Chug!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24

ACT NOW! Book 11 people,
12th trip free. Group discounts

#1 Spring 8t8ak Vacationsl 110%
Best Prices! Cancun, Jamaica,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Book now and receive free meals
& parties. Campus Reps wanted!
1-800-234-7007 er endlesssummertours.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/31
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY in
Acapulco is now offering· 3 destinations! Go Loco in Acapulco,
Party in Vallarta. or get Crazy in
Cabe- all with BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS. Book by Oct.31-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE. Call for
details.
800-875-4525
or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31

CAMPUS

6
www.springbreakdiscounts.
or 800-838-8202

CITY LIMITS RESTAU
Parents Weekend, Friday
Saturday buffet and salad
Students bring parents. Show I
and receive 10% on entire
Full menu and specials also avaio
able. Beer, wine, and cocktails.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1

CLIPS

AHS: Meeting tonight at 6pm in the Effingham

Room of the Union. AR

honors students welcome!

No. 0910

Edited by Will Shortz

51 Building that
maybe
about to go
up?
54With sadness
55Launch
56Discus
champ Al
57Ring decisions, for
short
58Comb maker
59African pest

2

3

14
17

19

DOWN
1California
wine valley
2Picture:
Abbr.
3Dialogue
writer
4Most insistent
5Goldlike
alloys
6More to the
point?
7Pitts of old
films
8Aid's partner
9Most succinct
10Less overcast
11"Thelce
Storm" director Lee
12German pronoun

55
57
Puzzle by Patrick Berry

13Chartered
16Device to
keep a ship
from drifting
20Parent-bY.choice, of
sorts
23Gym handout
24Rapidly
26"Je
franya1s"
27Not surprisingly
28Like some
SoHo parties
29Lift for two

30Not let lapse
31 World-weariness
350ceanside
scuttler
36Figurehead's
office
38Desserts at
Luigi's
39Grandly
entertains
41 Beatnik toppers
42Freshwater
cod
45Butler from
Charleston

46Yugoslavianborn tennis
ace
48Venom
49Three-sided
sword
50Epic poet's
prop
51Tailoring job
52Squid's
squirt
53"Flyin{l Down

to_

THE Dlfty EUTEltN

Twista:

Tickets for rapper go on
sale ~e,sday
llTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ll(The rush for tickets) won't be as big
(Of A Revolution)," Atamian said.
ause we changed the date and
't done as much advertising.
e're just going to focus on (the
·versity of Illinois at Champaign) for
ising."
University Board advertised for
O.A.R. concert in three campus newsrs other than The Daily Eastern

News.
Because McAfee Gymnasium is a
smaller venue than Lantz Arena and
Twista has fewer "technical" needs than
performers such as Wayne Brady,
Atamian said the University Board will
contract the sound contract to a local
company the board uses often.
"We're probably going through Z's
Music on the Square."
Atamian said he didn't foresee any
technical difficulties such as those that
occurred during Wayne Brady's performance, because the University Board is
using their primary sound contractor.

Activities Editor Dan Valenziano can be
reached at cudwvOeiu.edu.

,,. .

Most candidates don't tarcollege students with
ir campaigns, Coffrin
She said some candidates
for student interaction
others overlook the
ent population altogethbecause they believe
· time would be better
t focusing on other
ographic areas.
ffrin said a big reason
idates don't devote
campaign time to stus is because they just
't show up for the polls.
It is typically difficult to
ermine the amount of
a candidate receives
addressing the college
ulation.
he
success
rate
· s," Brown said.
Brown said if the candican get to the issues
· g to the students and
d a way to get them
lved, then it can have an

effect. Normally there is
enough of a turnout from
the students to make a difference.
Righter has taken on a
teaching
position
in
Eastem's political science
department this year to
address this particular
issue. Righter said he has
heard a variety of explanations why students don't
vote.
"Students say to me,
'They don't talk about student issues,' or, 'How much
can my vote really count,'
or, 'I am not educated
enough on the issues,'"
Righter said.
Part of this problem lies
in the confusion of where
students can vote and in
what ways they can vote.
"Many students are just
registered at home so they
won't vote at school or vice
versa,"
Brown
said.
"Students also don't know
about absentee balloting,
where the person is not able
to be at the polls during
elections, s0 they can have a
ballot sent to them in

advance, make there vote,
and send it back to be tallied
up with the rest on election
day."
Many issues voting can
affect in the future don't
have a direct link to students taking a back seat
now.
''When
people
are
younger, knowing what you
can and can't do in the democratic process may not be
as important as compared to
an older audience,'' Brown
said. "Grades and other
social issues may be having
more of an immediate
effect, so students are looking more at this than the
decisions being made
around them."
While colleges and candidates are pushing for student involvement, it still
comes back to the students
to go to the polls and vote.
"In the end, it is always to
the constituents to care,"
Righter said. "Do students
feel that voting is worth one
hour out of their whole year
or not?"

rnws

Raises:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Promotions ·were
given to fJoth
admini.strators and
facUlty
Ten of the administrative
salary increases, totaling
$99,533, were job promotions. AFSCME President
Matt Pederson said the
union has no problem with
those salary raises, but disputes the salary raises for
market adjustment and
additional duties increases.
''We were flat out told
there was no money for
pay increases," he said.
"Everybody, due to cuts in
staffing, all suffered jobs
not being filled and every-

thing. We're doing additional duties too. Faculty is
doing additional duties,
everybody has added burdens.
"My position is that
money was there and I felt
(administrators) weren't
being totally honest with
us."
Hencken said some of
the market adjustment
increases were done to
match offers made from
other
schools.
Bob
Wayland, the university's
chief negotiator, said a similar provision is in the faculty union contract.
Weber's numbers stated
22
faculty
members
received a promotion,
which could be advancement from assistant to
associate professor and
associate professor to prof essor. Some 19 faculty

members received professional
advancement
increases. Only full-time
professors can apply for
the salary bonus, which
they are eligible for once
every five years, Weber
said.
Many of the market
adjustment increases were
awarded to residence hall
directors because the figures dipped well below the
state average. Hencken
said Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining,
found the salaries were so
low the office was concerned some directors
would leave.
Many of the employees.
who
received
raises
because of added duties
had the larger load
because the administration
staff shrank, Hencken
said.

Union Hair Salon
NOW OPEN
TUESDAY, THURSDAY, AND FRIDAY

7:00pm - 10:00 pm

WALK-INS WELCOME
For appointments,
please -call 581-3616.

The Mystery Professor!
Only his hairdressers

care about (breast cancer),"
Lindley said.
Eastern juniors Shanna
IONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Ruxer and Erica Gerth, both
members of the volleyball
The 40-foot-long mammo- team, volunteered to help
unit has all the equip- Winkeler with Points for
t needed to check for Prevention when the proof breast cancer. Sarah gram was started in 2000.
h Lincoln paid over
''We're just making people
,000 in 2000 for the unit. aware of it," said Ruxer, a
The hospital also pur- marketing major and middle
the equipment inside hitter for the volleyball
pays for the proper team.
The unit visited Wal-Mart
loyees needed to run it.
run the program is this summer where Ruxer,
expensive,'' said Thdd Gerth and others involved
ey, executive vice pres- with Points for Prevention
gave pink ribbons to people
t of Sarah Bush Lincoln.
The unit has traveled who gave donations, Ruxer
3,500 miles and has said.
· ·stered about 4,000
Breast cancer is the most
ograms since Sarah common form of cancer in
Lincoln purchased it, women besides skin cancer
ey said.
and affects 180,000 women
Various banks, businesses in the United States and
health departments 9,000 in Illinois, Ruxer said.
been involved to help
"I think everybody knows
unit travel around the someone who was affected
olved counties, Lindley by (breast cancer),'' Ruxer
said.
"A lot of the community is
At each of the volleyball
ved in making this team's home games this
" Lindley said "It's a month,
Points
for
camaraderie."
Prevention is holding an
Lindley said in the United event to raise money for the
, 40 percent of women project. At Oct. l's match,
r the age of 40 have the team invited all studentr had a mammogram athletes to come to the game
before. The main rea- and donate a dollar. At Oct.
is because mammo- 14's game," Greek night, i:he
s are hard to come by team also invited all memusually expensive, hers of sororities and fraterey said.
nities to come and donate a
"By using mobile mam- dollar.
phy, we are able to
The final home game of
"de solutions to the the month is Friday, which is
t problems - availabil- Breast Cancer Survivor
and cost," Lindley said.
night. All students, faculty
Lindley said breast cancer and family members who
111 bnportant subject and
have been affected by
· ts for Preventiort, Sarah breast cancer are invited to
Lincoln and everyone attend as the volleyball team
lved are working to elects a breast cancer surorm people about it.
vivor as honorary coach for
"Ifs exciting to get to the night, Winkeler said.
k with _folks who really. , . , Ruxer and • Gerth. and

Volleyball:

other members of the volleyball team have been
working hard on the project
since
the
beginning,
Winkeler said.
"I'm really proud of my
athletes who are willing to
give up their time to raise
money,'' Winkeler said.
The unit will visit the
parking lot of O'Brien
Stadium Saturday during
Eastem's homecoming football game against the
University of TennesseeMartin, Ruxer said. Ruxer
and Gerth, along with others
will be there collecting donations.
''We're women. Someone
on the team might end up
being affected by it,'' Ruxer
said.

NON

SEQUI T UR

know for sure!!

Be the first to identify our
favorite Professor and you will

be the lucky winner of a
New Fall Make Oyer!
*Rtseri<itoll5 apply Call for dr11ib

The Razorz Edge Salon/Spa

345-3142
BY WILEY MILLER

•

MEN'S

& WOMEN'S

GOLF

Roller coaster ride
+ Eastern fall seasan comes to a close with the men havi111J a more consistent
seasan than the women Uoi111J into the final meet befare the break
By David TortJert
STAFF WRITER

The Panther golf team's fall season has
come to a close, ending a season of ups
and downs for both the men and women.
On the men's links, Charleston native
Dustin Sloat led the way for most of the
season, posting a 74.88 strokes per 18 hole
average, leading the team by almost two
strokes. Sloat recently took first place in
the Ironhorse Intercollegiate tournament
to round out the season for the Panthers.
"I am thrilled with the way Dustin
played this season," new Eastern head
coach Mike Moncel said. "I've seen him
play for a number of years already, and I
know he's always capable of playing well."
As for the upcoming spring season, the
Panthers face stiff competition from
tough southern schools. However, Moncel
said that playing high caliber teams will
ultimately help the team in the long run.
If the Panthers can stay consistent with
their short game, they should have the
same kind of success this spring.
"We just need to make little improvements in every aspect, but we should be in
pretty good shape," Moncel said.
The other major problem the Panthers
seemed to have during the fall season was
the inconsistency of all five Panther
golfers to post good scores on the same
day.
Many times, when one man was having a
bad day, another played well. If the team
can play well as a whole, Moncel said the

Panthers will be more threatening to their
competition.
.
On the women's tee blocks, Amanda
Minchin posted a good fall season, helping
to lead the Panthers to strong finishes in
all the tournaments they were in this past
season. Minchin's lowest finish was a 27th
place finish in the first tournament of the
season, but finished not lower than fifth
in the rest of the tournaments.
"Amanda had a great season, and really
helped us along the way," Moncel said.
Minchin helped to guide the Panthers to
a strong finish despite only having a six- ·
person roster.
"We had a low turnout this season, but
all the girls played well, and are still
improving." Again, the women will also
need to work on small things to improve
for the spring season, but Moncel expects
the team to do well. The team will open
the season at the Southern Shootout in
Birmingham, Ala., where it will no doubt
face fierce competition, but still hopes to
fair well if it can string together some
good scores from everyone on the team.
"If we can just get good production from
everyone on the team, and have everyone
play their best golf consistently, we can
compete with anyone," Moncel said.
Both teams will use these last days of
nice, warm weather to try and work on
their skills for the spring season. They
will also be able to get out again early
enough to begin practicing before both
teams begin the grueling spring season.

Losing:

Seidlitz:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Bellantoni becoming a prophet, predicting the
future before Eastern football games

Welch said she will rely on a
little luck to get the Panthers
back on track.
"My fingers are crossed,"
Welch said.
The Panthers' four remaining
road opponents (Southeast
Missouri State, Tennessee State,
Tennessee-Martin and Murray
State) have a combined 15-19
conference record. The toughest
challenge will come on Nov. 15
against Murray State who has
won all eight conference matches.

CONTINUEO FROM PAGE 12

But when the defense limited the opposing offenses time on
the field by forcing turnovers, more opportunities were created for the offense. Finally, it all resulted in an Eastern victory, the team's first since the initial week of the season.
Perhaps Bellantoni will use his new found consistency in
predicting the future to give some player a thrill this weekend. It could prove to make homecoming weekend a lot more
memorable for one of the members of the defense.

JUNIOR KYLE AWERKAMP HITS HIS BALL OUT OF A BUNKER ON THE BTH HOLE 0
IRONHORSE GOLF COURSE IN TUSCOLA LAST MONDAY.
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Wear your County Attirel

Featuring

orem, BobH stn:Jlgbt out of Bosh on

Gospel Meeting
at

Southside Church
of Christ

I

October 20-26 Mon. - Sat.

~

J.F. Dancer at 7 PM

I

Church Phone: 234-3702

to!

, 1100 17th St. Mattoon, IL 61938
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Dustin' off the field
• ,

"I've always known Dustin has the ability to be a great player," - Eastern head coach Mike Moncel

•Editor's rwf-e: Top Cat is a weekly series taking an in-depth look at Eastern 's

top athlef,e from the previous week. Winners are sel,ected just once. Sef,ectiQns

are made by The Daily Eastern News sports sf,aff.

· ~

By Mallhew Sle¥efls

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

..

~-

.1

,·

DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN. HAAS

Sophomore golfer Dustin Sloat watching another iron shot in the finishing position Tuesday at the Mattoon
Driving Range. 1he Charteston native WOIT the Ironhorse Invitational in Tuscola, m., by four.

Sophomore Dustin Sloat is not
the same player he was in high
school and his freshman year in
college, but the Charleston native
isn't even the same player he was a
couple weeks ago.
"We've been working on some
swing changes to make him technically a better player," Eastern head
coach Mike Monce! said.
The problem with Sloat's game
last year was his inability to hit a
fairway but now with Monce!, who
has monitored his game for years,
Sloat is able to nearly walk the ball
out to a specific spot.
"Last year, my swing was based
on timing and when the timing was
on, I would shoot a low number. But
if I was off, the scores would be
higher," Sloat said.
When Moncel arrived on campus, he noticed something in Sloat
that puzzled and frustrated him
very quickly.
"I took the job and was suddenly
shocked (and said), 'Wow, Dustin
has really regressed because he's
been fighting a big hook,' and he
still has mechanical problems,"
Monce! said.
Moncel believes motivation is
the key to Sloat's success rather
than the physical swing itself.
"I've always known Dustin has
the ability to be a great player but I
think he lost interest in golf along
the way," Moncel said.
At the Ironhorse Intercollegiate,
Sloat's final round 79 actually looks
impressive when the field average

totaled 86.
"His last round seven-over 79
became equivalent to a two-under
par number," Moncel said. "About
half the field quit and he posted one
of the day's best numbers."
Last season, Sloat took an opening round lead after posting a oneunder-par 71 but ballooned in the
final round to shoot a round over 90.
"I think if Dustin has the motivation and drive to get there, he can
play at high level of consistency,"
Moncel said.
However, after going into the
final round with a two stroke lead
over Tennessee State's Robert
Dinwiddie, he overcame the anxiety of being the chased player and
won the individual title by four
strokes.
"I actually felt the difference in
some of my swings during those
three days," Sloat said. "I had a couple of hooks but it felt really good to
break through and not blow up over
the next two rounds."
Sloat decided tQ stay in his hometown when he signed the national
letter of intent to play at Eastern.
"I knew (former Eastern head
coach and director of golf at
William & Mary) coach Jay
Albaugh was interested in me,"
Sloat said.
Sloat was introduced to the game
at a family event when his grandfather bought him his first junior set
and taught him the game.
"My grandparents brought me to
play but my real dad and step dad
can both play pretty well, too,"
Sloat said.
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Ibughnuts Are Ch S3.le in tlE

UNIVERSITY UNI ON PANTHER PANTRY
DON IT MISS OUT!!

Great 1av P.riCES ! ! !

$5 .. 00 Eer Dozen
$2 ~ 50 Half I))zer1

100 Ibzen
Krisw Krane Ibughnuts
EVERY

45¢ Single Ibnut
•
•
•
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BudNeiser True MIBic
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Panther sports calendar
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!vs.Muna State

Wednesday, October 22, 2003
SATURDAY
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Aaron Seidlitz
STAFF WRITER

Coordinating
a defensive
prophecy
Part of the preparation for
Saturday's upcoming football
game with Tennessee-Martin
should be defensive coordinator Roe Bellantoni's defensive
prediction.
1\vo cases have stood out
thus far, and in both cases,
defensive players have made
Bellantoni's pre-game wish
come true.
The coordinator, in an
attempt to fire up his players
before the game, has been
giving them something to
strive for.
In Eastern's biggest game
of the year thus far, a loss to
Illinois State, Bellantoni gave
senior middle linebacker
Fred Miller motivation to
score a touchdown in the
game.
Of course Miller followed
his coach's orders exactly.
Miller intercepted a Mike
Souza pass deep inside
Panther territory and went
untouched into the endzone.
But that wasn't the only
positive part of Miller's game
against the Redbirds. It actually could have been Miller's
best game of his career. He
ended up filling the stat sheet
with 19 tackles, four of them
were for a loss on the play
and he had the interception
return for the touchdown.
Bellantoni's most recent
psychic encounter took place
last week when Eastern traveled to Murray State.
Again, Bellantoni
approached a player before
the game. This time it was
freshman cornerback Albert
Brown.
The freshman had been
playing regularly for Eastern,
mostly because Brown is currently the tallest cornerback
listed for Eastern at 6-feet
tall. However, he had not
been as effective as
Bellantoni had hoped because
he still had been learning the
defensive concepts Bellantoni
teaches.
Nevertheless, before the
game Bellantoni fired up his
young player by simply
telling Brown to go have the
game of his life.
This could have been just
simple coach speak, one of
the many clicbes they will
use to fire up the troops.
However, Brown must have
taken the coach for his word,
because he did just what ·
Bellantoni said and had the
best game of his life.
Brown ended the game
with his name filling up much
of the stat book. He took part
in three turnovers by recovering two fumbles and intercepting a pass. He also had
four tackles in the game.
Most importantly, by recovering the two fumbles and
intercepting a pass, Brown
ignited what had been a fairly
lifeless defense.
Throughout the year, the
best way to describe the
Eastern defense would be
that they bend but don't
break. They rarely created
turnovers, and opponents
often had a large advantage
at the end of the game in total
yards gained.
SEE SEIDLITZ
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Miller and Raymond·doubtful
• Eastern may be withuut two starters for
Homecaming contest this Saturday versus Skyha
By Matthew Stevens
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
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Senior tailback Andre Raymond running in the season opener Aug. 30
against califomia (PA). The captain suffentd a foot injury last week.

Panthers head coach Bob Spoo
could possibly be without two of
his senior captains in this
Saturday's Homecoming game.
Inside linebacker Fred Miller
and tailback Andre Raymond
have been listed as doubtful to
take the O'Brien Stadium field
against Tennessee-Martin.
"I think they are both very
doubtful to play this weekend,"
Spoo said.
Raymond came out in the middle of the first quarter after only
gaining 27 yards on eight carries
but was replaced by red-shirt
freshman Vincent Webb and
freshman Ademola Adeniji for
the rest of the game.
"Raymond is a day-to-day
thing and we don't know if he'll
be 100 percent, but luckily for
us, Webb and Adeniji picked up
the slack and we hope they will
continue to get better," Spoo
said.
Raymond's ailment is being
listed by the Panther training
staff simply as a foot injury and
is being kept quiet.
According to Eastern's certified athletic trainer Mark
Bonnstetter, Miller's injury has
been categorized as a knee
sprain, which will certainly keep

him out of the action Saturda~
"Fred Miller will definit
not play this week with a seve
knee sprain,'' Bonnstetter said
It is still unclear how Mille
injury will heal and if the pos
bility still exists for the
American candidate to return
action before the end of the
son.
"I think the circumstance
Fred returning is very likely
far,'' Bonnstetter said.
. Miller came out of last w
game in the third quarter
still ended the game lead'
Eastern in tackles, but wa
able to put any pressure.on ·
left leg as he made his way to
sidelines.
"Unfortunately, I believe Fr
Miller is going to be out for
while,'' Spoo said.
Miller's starting spot will
filled by true freshman Da ·
Schratz who will be making
first ever collegiate start
week.
Schratz has earned six car
tackles in backup middle r
backer duty and was a t
time all-conference player
Garfield High School in N
Jersey.
"We got some plays last Vt'
from some guys who stepped
and this Saturday will be no dlf.
ferent," Spoo said.

VOLLEY BALL

Losing streak away from Lantz
By Michael Gilbert
SPORTS REPORTER

A 6-17 team obviously has a few
weaknesses, but none may be more
glaring for the Eastern volleyball
team than their inability to win
away from Lantz Arena.
Going into this weekend, the
Panthers are 1-13 on the road, with
the only win coming against
Maryland-Baltimore County on
Sept. 5. Since that four game win,
the Panthers have lost their last 13
road matches including four to
Ohio Valley Conference foes.
The Panthers have had their fair
share of tough road losses, with
two of them coming in the fifth and
final game. While playing in the
Panther Invitational on the campus
of the University of MilwaukeeWisconsin, Eastern lost a fivegame match to Illinois State. .
Just one week later on Sept. 20,
the Panthers dropped a heartbreaker to the Air Force Academy
who at the time was 8-4 on the season. After falling behind the
Falcons two games to one, the
P.anthers rallied to win the fourth
game 30-28 before losing the fifth
game 16-14.
With eight underclassmen on the
Panthers' roster, one excuse for the
road futility could be based on
inexperience. However, freshmen
Leanne Kreps and Mary Welch
believe the lack of experience has
little to do with the team's struggles on the road.
"It hasn't been tough for me to
play on the road because I played
club volleyball while in high
school," Kreps said. "(With the club
team) I went to Chicago and other
long trips on a regular basis so this
isn't. much different."
Welch, an outside hitter from
Chi~o, said the road trips actually improve the team's chemistry

and help form unity among the
Panthers.
"I traveled for club volleyball,
but the road trips (in college) are
different because they are longer,"
Welch said. "But I think the road
trips are good because we watch
movies on the bus and come
together as a team."
Kreps, a setter from Forsyth,
said the Panthers sub par road
record against OVC opponents
comes from other teams simply
outplaying them.
"All of the teams in our conference are pretty much even,'' Kreps
said. ''We believe the bottom team
can beat the top team and the top
team can beat the bottom team. It's
more who comes to play and is the
hotter team."
Panthers head coach Brenda·
Winkeler put a different spin on
the away match troubles. The
fourth-year coach said a reason for
the Panthers' lackluster road
record is based <;>n being away
from the cozy Lantz Arena.
"Some of the struggles are
because we're a young team,"
Winkeler said. "But we're spoiled
playing at home. We have a great
facility and great crowds cheering
us on so it is a lot different on the
road."
Whatever the problem may be,
Kreps and Welch still feel the OVC
championship is up for grabs. The
Panthers currently sit in a tie for
seventh-place in the conference,
but with a large crowd expected to
support Eastern for homecoming
weekend anything can happen.
''Yeah, it will be nice to come
home," Kreps said. ''We still have
two conference games this weekend and two more next weekend so
if ·we step things up in conference
we can turn things around."
SEE LOSING
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Sophomore outside hitter Laura Schuette serves the ball during a recent
home game in Lantz Arena. Eastern is 5-4 at home, but 1-13 on the road.

